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Cartesian and Kantian epistemologies and Vi-
enna Circle and Popperian philosophies of sci-
ence and (2) post-Kuhnian and constructivist
epistemologies.
The label “post-Kuhnian” ignores the fact that

Kuhn himself and some of his critics align him
with the Mertonians and dispute the claim that
he made any contributions to the sociology of
knowledge. Smith goes on to distinguish “con-
structivism” from “social constructionism.” Her
characterization of “social constructionism” as a
critical culturally and politically engaged en-
deavor obscures social constructionism as a fun-
damental theorem of sociological theory—the
claim that knowledge and belief (like all human
activities and products) are socially constructed,
constituted of social relations, and social insti-
tutions. These are about the only vulnerabilities
in her framework, and they are benign. Her cri-
tique of evolutionary psychology and her de-
fanging of Steven Pinker should be required
reading for all scholars and especially for science
writers who promote the public misunderstand-
ing of science with their zeal for the findings
from this arena. More generally, Smith corrects
all sorts of misunderstandings about the nature
of relativism and the nature and grounds of sci-
ence studies. We are reminded again and again
about the importance of reading carefully and
reading things through to their conclusions.
There is no guarantee, however, that such read-
ings will avoid misunderstandings, miscon-
struals, and misinterpretations. We are, as cul-
tural theorists such as Michael Thompson
remind us, bound by our cultural biases, and
Smith demonstrates just how difficult it is for
people to escape those biases. Her own work, on
the other hand, illustrates that certain cultural bi-
ases can help us separate the wheat from the chaff
better than others. Smith’s book, carefully and
thoroughly read, will help some but not all readers
avoid the pitfalls laid out like land mines across
today’s epistemological geographies. Scandals, as
Randall Collins and I have argued, can signal or-
ganizational changes and realignments of power,
and Smith’s book opens a window on just such
changes in the intellectual community.
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What makes Kyle Stanford’s book on scientific
realism so valuable to philosophers of science is
that it both presents new philosophical ideas and

bases its argument on a detailed study of the his-
tory of science. While scientific realism—the
idea that our most well-confirmed theories give
a literally true description of the world—has
usually been debated in the context of physics,
Stanford explores the history of biology. He de-
velops a novel argument against realism (yet one
that combines an improved version of the two
main traditional arguments: the underdetermi-
nation of theory by evidence and the pessimistic
metainduction over the history of science). His
“problem of unconceived alternatives” claims
that while scientists may have sufficient evi-
dence to exclude all but one of several rival the-
ories considered, endorsing the remaining theory
is unwarranted as there are unconceived alter-
natives that are equally well confirmed by the
evidence (p. 18). The support for this claim con-
sists in the historical fact that, in the past, sci-
entists have failed to conceive of theories that
were eventually adopted, even though those un-
conceived theories would have been genuine al-
ternatives as well supported by the original evi-
dence as the theories those scientists did endorse.
Of course, this inability to conceive of such a
relevant alternative persists only temporarily
(since the originally unconceived alternative is
later proposed and accepted). Stanford’s point is
that it is a recurrent predicament that at any
point in history there are unconceived alterna-
tives that are equally well supported by the avail-
able evidence, yielding a “new induction over
the history of science” implying that the problem
of unconceived alternatives challenges even our
current theories (p. 19).
The historical case made for this argument

consists in a detailed discussion of views on
heredity found in Darwin, Francis Galton, and
August Weismann. Stanford’s discussion of how
nineteenth-century biologists developed and de-
fended their accounts presents both examples
where a relevant alternative was actually con-
ceivedin broad termsand discussed, though this
consideration fell short of a genuine understand-
ing of the alternative and its merit, and cases
where relevant alternatives were not conceived
at all by the whole scientific community. For in-
stance, when defending his theory of pangenesis,
Darwin failed to conceive of any account that
assumed that the characters of parent and off-
spring were equally determined by the hereditary
material as a common cause, rather than the pa-
rental structures determining the offspring char-
acters via physical particles. Darwin even failed
to grasp this alternative when it was suggested
to him by Galton. Galton’s own stirp theory as-
sumed that the hereditary elements grow into the
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adult trait and that they exert their influence in-
dependently of the physical context in which
they occur, and Galton could not conceive of any
alternative that denied either of these assump-
tions (classical genetics later rejected both). In
defending his theory of the germ plasm, Weis-
mann explicitly argued that one must maintain
that the hereditary material is split up qualita-
tively in cell division during development and
that it must be physically consumed when its ac-
tivity ceases, thereby failing to conceive of a
whole class of alternatives of which classical and
contemporary genetics are instances. Stanford
uses this historical evidence not only to support
his novel challenge to realism but also to criti-
cize recent attempts by Philip Kitcher andStathis
Psillos to rebut traditional antirealist arguments.
In the last chapter, Stanford develops as an

alternative to realism a variety ofinstrumental-
ism that maintains that while the theoretical
claims of science are significant in that they are
used for making predictions and developing
means of intervention, one nonetheless should
not believe these theoretical claims (unlike non-
theoretical claims). Admittedly, Stanford’s posi-
tive account is seriously underdeveloped. For in-
stance, though he distinguishes between actively
using a theoretical idea and believing it, he gives
no account of this distinction. And while his cri-
tique of (at least some versions of ) realism
neatly flows out of the history of science, this
does not hold for the presentation of his instru-
mentalism. Nevertheless, Stanford’s discussion
presents historical material that raises very sig-
nificant questions for future philosophical and
historical studies of scientific change: What in-
tellectual, material, and institutional features
both hinder scientists in conceiving of alterna-
tives and yet enable them to develop those alter-
natives at a later point?
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